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ASNA Release Notes

ASNA DataGate® 15.0 for IBM i®
Version: 15.0.48.0
Release date: 2019-12-02

NOTE: DataGate® 15.0 uses a 15.0 license, please obtain a new
license code from ASNA if upgrading. Using ASNA Browser
Terminal requires only a BTerm license.
What's New
DataGate® for IBM i 15.0 supports ASNA's latest .NET products, including Mobile
RPG® 9.0 and the Browser Terminal®.
Secure Socket Layer Integration: DataGate now features SSL protection, making
solid security options much easier to come by. If both DataGate Client and
DataGate Server 15.0 are installed, SSL will be used by default. (See DataGate
SLL Integration.)
Software Requirements
IBM i5/OS V5R4 or newer - DataGate 15.0 for IBM i is supported on IBM's
i5/OS V5R4 and higher including IBM i 6.1 and IBM i 7.3.
DataGate Client - DataGate for IBM i 15.0 is compatible with DataGate
Client versions 5.0 and above.
Installation Notes
If you are using terminal emulation (i.e. Wings or BTerm), please be sure to
update your DataGate clients to 15.0.x.0 (Wings 9.0.x.0 or WebPak 15.0.x.0) or
newer on both your development and deployment machines before installing this
new DataGate for IBM i server. Non-interactive connections (i.e. those not using
the terminal emulator) done with older DataGate Clients will work, but any attempt
to start a connection with 5250 emulation will require the client to be running at
least version 14.0.0.0.
NOTE - If you are installing this version to support ASNA Browser
Terminal, install it on a library and port separate from any existing
production DataGate instances.
Installing on systems prior to 6.1

https://asna.com/filebin/marketing/release-notes/rn-datagate-for-ibm-i-15.0.48.0.html
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Depending on the target system, PTFs may be required; in particular, V5R4M0
requires MF40520. For more information see table 3.2 "Required PTFs for
restoring objects to an earlier i5/OS release" of IMB i Program Conversion:
Getting Ready for 6.1 and Beyond, found here:
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpapers/pdfs/redp4293.pdf.
View and Print DataGate for IBM i Readme page for Installation Notes
New Features:
Support for ASNA Browser Terminal 15.0
Support for ASNA Wings 9.0
Support for ASNA Mobile RPG 9.0
Support for ASNA Visual RPG 15.0
Support for ASNA Monarch 9.0
Note - If this software is downloaded via Microsoft Internet Explorer
or Edge you may receive a message stating that this file "is not
commonly downloaded" when attempting to install it. In this event
click the View Downloads button, select the ASNA product to install
from that list, and confirm that you'd like to install it.
Similarly, attempting to install the software directly through Microsoft Windows
may cause a "Windows protected your PC" message to appear. In this event click
the small More Info prompt on the left, and click Run Anyway on the following
window.

Changes Since Version: 15.0.40.0

DataGate Server
Case 20585. SQL logical files are not accessible.
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